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The programs to be used

Recommended programs to be used:

• Yices: http://yices.csl.sri.com/.

• Z3: http://z3.codeplex.com/.

Both Yices and Z3 are programs for satisfiability modulo theories (SMT). They accept
standard SMT format, in particular boolean SAT format.

• NuSMV: a symbolic model checker based on BDDs: http://nusmv.fbk.eu/.

• Prover9: a tool for predicate logic and equational logic: https://www.cs.unm.edu/~mccune/mace4/.

Each of the problems should be solved using one of these tools. The tools should do the job:
manual modifications of the problems should be avoided.

For further information about the course we refer to
http://www.win.tue.nl/~hzantema/arn.html
and
http://www.win.tue.nl/~hzantema/ar.html

The assignment

The practical assignment has to be executed individually. It consists of two parts.
The results of the assignment have to be described in two reports that should be handed

in on paper. For the report on the first part the deadline is November 3, 2015, for the
report on the second part the deadline is January 6, 2016.

For all used formulas an extensive documentation is required, explaining the approach
and the overall structure. A generic approach is preferred, since this may result in clearer
descriptions, increasing the confidence in the correctness of the results. Formulas of more
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than half a page should not be contained in the report, instead the structure of the formula
should be explained. From the output of the programs relevant parts should be contained in
the report. The answers on the problems should be motivated. Every report should contain
name, student number and email address of the author.

Guidelines for grading:

• Clear and generic descriptions are appreciated, both of the formulas themselves and the
way they were designed. An example of appreciated style is given at

http://www.win.tue.nl/~hzantema/prvb.pdf.

• At least 3 out of the 4 solutions should be correct to obtain a 7.

• Not giving a solution at all for one problem is preferred over giving a wrong solution.

• Reasons for obtaining higher than a 7 may be:

– all problems correctly solved,

– remarkably clear and structured descriptions,

– approaches allowing generalizations,

– original approaches and solutions.

The problems for the first part

For the first part (deadline November 3, 2015) you have to find and describe solutions of the
following 4 problems using the indicated programs.

1. Six trucks have to deliver pallets of obscure building blocks to a magic factory. Every
truck has a capacity of 7800 kg and can carry at most eight pallets. In total, the
following has to be delivered:

• Four pallets of nuzzles, each of weight 700 kg.

• A number of pallets of prittles, each of weight 800 kg.

• Eight pallets of skipples, each of weight 1000 kg.

• Ten pallets of crottles, each of weight 1500 kg.

• Five pallets of dupples, each of weight 100 kg.

Prittles and crottles are an explosive combination: they are not allowed to be put in
the same truck.

Skipples need to be cooled; only two of the six trucks have facility for cooling skipples.

Dupples are very valuable; to distribute the risk of loss no two pallets of dupples may
be in the same truck.

Investigate what is the maximum number of pallets of prittles that can be delivered,
and show how for that number all pallets may be divided over the six trucks.

2. Give a chip design containing three power components and eight regular components
satisfying the following constraints:
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• The width of the chip is 29 and the height is 22.

• All power components have width 4 and height 2.

• The sizes of the eight regular components are 9× 7, 12× 6, 10× 7, 18× 5, 20× 4,
10× 6, 8× 6 and 10× 8, respectively.

• All components may be turned 90◦, but may not overlap.

• In order to get power, all regular components should directly be connected to a
power component, that is, an edge of the component should have at least one point
in common with an edge of the power component.

• Due to limits on heat production the power components should be not too close:
their centres should differ at least 17 in either the x direction or the y direction
(or both).

3. Twelve jobs numbered from 1 to 12 have to be executed satisfying the following require-
ments:

• The running time of job i is i, for i = 1, 2, . . . , 12.

• All jobs run without interrupt.

• Job 3 may only start if jobs 1 and 2 have been finished.

• Job 5 may only start if jobs 3 and 4 have been finished.

• Job 7 may only start if jobs 3, 4 and 6 have been finished.

• Job 9 may only start if jobs 5 and 8 have been finished.

• Job 11 may only start if job 10 has been finished.

• Job 12 may only start if jobs 9 and 11 have been finished.

• Jobs 5,7 en 10 require a special equipment of which only one copy is available, so
no two of these jobs may run at the same time.

Find a solution of this scheduling problem for which the total running time is minimal.

4. Seven integer variables a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7 are given, for which the initial value of
ai is i for i = 1, . . . , 7. The following steps are defined: choose i with 1 < i < 7 and
execute

ai := ai−1 + ai+1,

that is, ai gets the sum of the values of its neighbors and all other values remain
unchanged. Show how it is possible that after a number of steps a number ≥ 50 occurs
at least twice in a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7.

The problems for the second part

For the second part (deadline January 6, 2016) you have to describe solutions of problems
that are still to be delivered.
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